
Chapter 1

Strangers and Natives

1

KNOWING NATURE THROUGH NATIONALITY

“The United States is having a problem with aliens,” announced the
National Safety Council’s Environmental Health Center as the twentieth
century drew to a close. “Not illegal immigrants or space invaders,” elabo-
rated the Center—a division of a parent organization more commonly asso-
ciated with efforts to enforce seat belt laws, combat drunk driving, and pro-
mote the careful use of Wre extinguishers—”but plants and animals that
reach the shores and stay.” A California journalist had adopted the same
approach the previous year, opening his article about immigrants with the
remark that “the strangers come from far and wide.” “Then they make
themselves so much at home, helping themselves to food and water while
producing offspring,” he went on to explain, with the result that “the origi-
nal occupants are forced to move.” Then, once more, comes the unex-
pected twist: “These strangers are plants, not people.”1

A host of similar pronouncements that play on words and subvert famil-
iar notions indicate that discussions of undesirable immigrants in the
United States are now just as likely to include flora and fauna as they are to
involve the more conventional human variety. Organisms from elsewhere
cause concern because they can be invasive species—which President
Clinton’s executive order of 1999 on the subject deWned as “an alien species
whose introduction does or is likely to cause economic or environmental
harm or harm to human health.”2 Invasive aliens have affected individual
native species through competition, predation, hybridization, and disease.3

Arriving in ever-increasing numbers, they may also initiate fundamental
transformations in ecosystems, changing them almost beyond recognition.4

Thirty years ago, a biologist claimed that an international medley of over-
seas species had left Florida “biologically traumatized.” Thanks to this
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multinational assault, a “south Floridian could conceivably watch a walking
Siamese catWsh crawl out of a canal choked with the Asian weed hydrilla,
while Columbian iguanas scampered through Australian pines beneath a
squadron of Amazonian parakeets.”5

In the trans-Mississippi West, Wre-adapted cheatgrass from Eurasia
encroaches on scrublands hitherto dominated by sagebrush. As a result, Wre
incidence has increased from once every 60–110 years to once every 3–5
years—a punishing rate that native flora cannot withstand. Expanding stan-
dard conceptions of natural disaster, Interior Secretary Babbitt announced
in 1998 that the “invasion of noxious weeds has created a level of destruc-
tion to America’s environment and economy that is matched only by the
damage caused by floods, earthquakes, wildWre, hurricanes and mud-
slides.”6 In fact, many scientists increasingly believe that invasive “biological
immigrants” are second only to habitat loss as the major cause of the deple-
tion, endangerment, and extinction of indigenous species.7 Even George W.
Bush is doing his bit to rein them in. One of the president’s favorite activi-
ties at his 1,600-acre ranch in Crawford, Texas, is clearing the “plague” of
tamarisk, a tree from North Africa (also known as salt cedar) that desiccates
the soil and elbows out native trees; meanwhile, the First Lady is planting
buffalo grass—part of a wider plan to restore the ranch to its native splen-
dor. And, as part of efforts to promote his environmentalist credentials dur-
ing a pre-election trip to Florida in April 2004, the president took up an
enormous pair of pruning shears and hacked away at earleaf acacia, a fast-
growing evergreen from Australia that displaces native vegetation. Intro-
duced as an urban shade tree in the early 1900s, the acacia is widely dis-
persed via its seeds by a variety of birds (prominent among them another
foreign species, the European starling).

In some instances, nonnative plants and animals have become the pri-
mary threat to native biodiversity.8 The National Park Service ranks these
“habitat snatchers” ahead of air pollution, off-road vehicles, excessive vis-
itor pressure, and oil drilling on adjacent lands as threats to the integrity
of certain parklands. After more conventional pressures on them are
relieved, native species can rebound. The recovery of heavily denuded
eastern deciduous forests since 1900 is one of the great success stories of
spontaneous ecological restoration. Yet some ecologists would argue that
the impact of a European insect such as the balsam woolly adelgid (which
probably arrived with imported conifers) is far less reversible than agents
of change such as logging or even acid rain. These tiny, sap-sucking,
aphid-like insects are killing off massive quantities of old growth Fraser Wr
unique to southern Appalachia’s woodlands. A “growing army” of invasive
exotics is “overrunning” the country, jeopardizing the nation’s “biological
heritage,” warn Don Schmitz and Daniel Simberloff.9 Highlighting a
neglected facet of homeland security—biosecurity—some conservation
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biologists advocate a zero tolerance entry policy for nonhuman biota
combined with a “shoot Wrst, ask questions later” approach to any species
that slips through the net.

Is American anxiety over what some see as a crisis of ecological identity
essentially a recent phenomenon? In this book I seek to provide a longer and
deeper perspective on this highly topical current environmental preoccupa-
tion by examining some earlier manifestations of unease over fauna and
flora from other countries. Though the burgeoning nontechnical literature
on invasive species sometimes alludes to examples from the past, contextu-
alizing the problem historically is not the purpose of recent calls to arms that
mix popular science with investigative reporting.10 Edward Tenner’s Why

Things Bite Back: Technology and the Revenge of Unintended Consequences, a wide-
ranging study of the unexpected fallout from a broad spectrum of human
activities, provides the most scholarly treatment to date from a historical per-
spective, with chapters on nonnative plants, insects, and other animals.
Otherwise, there is a strong sense in much of the current literature that
today’s level of concern over invasive nonnative species is unprecedented.11

The desire to throw current American attitudes to nonnative species into
sharper relief by examining past perspectives on some earlier arrivals pro-
vides the general impetus for this study. A historical study that embraces the
past century and a half indicates that claims for the novelty of the problem
in recent times are often exaggerated. More particularly, though, this his-
torical approach aims to heighten our appreciation of how ideas of nation-
ality have influenced our understandings of the nonhuman world of nature.
Recent historical study of American interactions with the natural world has
emphasized how work and recreation shaped these relationships. (We also
have a far keener awareness of how the variables of race, class, and gender
molded the dialogue between people and the rest of nature.) We know less,
though, about how notions of nationality structured understandings.
“Knowing nature through labor” and “knowing nature through leisure”
have become common phrases in the environmental historian’s lexicon.
“Knowing nature through nationality” has a less familiar ring.12

How certain landforms, places, and creatures were appropriated in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to help create a sense of
national identity and became central ingredients of a naturalized form of
patrimony is, of course, a classic area of American environmental history—
and of growing interest to those studying expressions of cultural national-
ism in other white “settler” colonies such as Australia, New Zealand, and
South Africa. Yet we know far less about an essential counterpoint to this val-
orization of native nature. As Americans were establishing national parks
and embracing the redwood and the buffalo, they were distancing them-
selves from certain biotic forms not American in origin. These symbiotic
processes of identiWcation and rejection created a nature of inclusion and a
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nature of exclusion by distinguishing between native species and those that
fell beyond the pale.

American Perceptions of Immigrant and Invasive Species breaks fresh ground
by situating the history of immigrant flora and fauna and their relations with
native species within the wider history of human immigration. Just as histo-
rians of immigration have neglected the parallel and sometimes intersect-
ing tales of immigrant flora and fauna, commentators on exotic plants and
animals—apart from a few passing references and superWcial analogies—
have largely overlooked the wider framework provided by the history of
human immigration. By bringing the perspective of the environmental his-
torian to bear, and asking when attitudes to plants and animals tell us about
people and when attitudes to people tell us about plants and animals, this
study supplies a larger, more natural context for human history and embeds
the saga of human relations with the rest of nature more Wrmly within the
broader social and cultural environment.

In terms of the quantity and intensity of responses to exotic species since
the mid-nineteenth century—favorable and unfavorable—two periods
stand out: the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and the era
since 1945. These are the periods when the volume of arrivals was the heav-
iest; between 1790 and the 1840s, numbers were trivial.13 During the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth century, intercontinental transplantation of
species was all the rage, a passion shared by private individuals, acclimatiza-
tion societies (whose ranks included the native-born and immigrant alike),
and ofWcials in the Department of Agriculture. Enthusiasm waned toward
century’s end as the unanticipated drawbacks of certain promising intro-
ductions—notably the English (house) sparrow—became increasingly
apparent. Restrictive measures ensued and acclimatization societies and
their promotional activities became discredited and defunct. Moreover, a
fresh value was stamped on the native nature that became synonymous with
what Thomas Dunlap calls “national nature,” and which nonnative species
were seen to menace.14

As import bans and quarantines took effect and the desire to recreate
old, recognizable biotic worlds dissipated, the introduction of terrestrial
invertebrates, Wshes, and mollusks slowed down for a while, as, to a lesser
extent, did the influx of plants, plant pathogens, and insects (later, the six
categories of entrant employed in a seminal congressional report [1993] on
nonindigenous problem species).15 Deliberate imports eased off. Yet inad-
vertent arrivals soon replaced them as intercontinental contacts multiplied
with burgeoning trade, tourism, and travel in ever bigger and quicker ves-
sels facilitated by the shift from sail to steam; between 1970 and 1996, the
world’s merchant shipping trade virtually doubled. The arrival of commer-
cial air transportation reinforced these trends.

The shrinking of physical distance, not least, enhanced the odds of sur-
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vival for globe-trotting organisms. In all six categories, therefore, the total
numbers of entering species during the twentieth century were greater than
they had been in the nineteenth. In fact, the Wgures were the highest since
the spate of planned and accidental exchanges during the epoch of
European exploration and expansion between 1492 and the mid-1600s.16

The rate accelerated markedly after World War II with the exponential
growth of global trade—not least in horticultural and aquarium prod-
ucts—and shows no signs of abating as we enter a new millennium domi-
nated by the ethos of unfettered international trade.

Looking at these two eras of faunal and floral immigration, I am partic-
ularly interested in the connections between the representation and recep-
tion of foreign species of flora and fauna and attitudes to human immi-
grants. And my overriding purpose within this remit is to clarify the nature
of the relationship between criticism of invasive nonnative species on the
one hand and of human immigration on the other. The two periods I have
identiWed as the most important for plant and animal arrivals over the past
two centuries happen to coincide (more or less) with the high watermarks
of human immigration to the United States—not that this overlap has any-
thing directly to do with national immigration policy; open doors for peo-
ple does not automatically mean open doors for floral and faunal immi-
grants, more of which have entered in packing crates, shipping containers,
and ballast water than in suitcases or stuck to the soles of shoes. After the
introduction of restrictive quotas in the early 1920s, the number of arrivals
was relatively low for four decades. But they rose again after 1965, when the
national origins system that had worked against immigrants from outside
northwest Europe was eliminated. As with the tenor of responses to nonhu-
man immigrants, the pitch of public debate over immigration’s merits rose
and fell in line with these statistical fluctuations. And just like the disputes
over their nonhuman counterparts, this more familiar controversy over
human arrivals has been squarely framed in terms of immigrant promise
and desirability and immigrant menace and undesirability.

My investigations of promise and menace with reference to floral and
faunal immigrants in American history are informed by some big and basic
questions. How do we weigh up what is good and bad in nature? Clean and
dirty? Healthy and unhealthy? Beautiful and ugly? How do we determine
what is natural (and native) in nature? How do we measure improvements
and losses in nature? At the forefront, though, are several more speciWc
questions. Why are some overseas species embraced while others struggle
for acceptance, no matter how Wrmly established they become? Are the
problems associated with nonnatives primarily of a material order—eco-
logical and economic, in other words? Or are social and cultural factors—
especially notions of nationality—uppermost in identifying troublesome
species? And, insofar as considerations of national identity are operative in
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the characterization of dangerous intruders, how does this nature of fear
intersect with a wider culture of fear engendered by human immigrants?17

In short, what do American attitudes to nonnative flora and fauna tell us
about American attitudes to immigrant people at various points during the
past century and a half?

Although I focus on the period between the 1890s and the 1920s and on
the Wnal three decades of the twentieth century, this study is not organized
around these periods. Though by no means indifferent to chronological
considerations, it is divided into three biotic categories: wild animals, agri-
cultural plants (including associated insects), and trees. In his seminal
works on international species transfer, The Columbian Exchange: Biological

and Cultural Consequences of 1492 and Ecological Imperialism: The Biological

Expansion of Europe, 900–1900, Alfred Crosby examined livestock trans-
plantation in some depth.18 Yet the pigs, goats, sheep, and cattle in his books
left little room for wild animals or much smaller creatures such as birds and
insects. Crosby also discussed the colonizing role of crops (and plants
known as weeds). But he covered a period mostly prior to American inde-
pendence and generally dwelt on the initial centuries of European expan-
sion when what are now staple American food crops and livestock were
readily incorporated into the biotic polity. The story of agricultural plants
brought to the United States since the Civil War is more obscure. Historians
studying biotic interchange have also neglected trees, whether their period
has been nineteenth century, twentieth century, or early modern.

By prioritizing the nonhuman protagonists, by allowing some telling ani-
mal and plant stories to drive the narrative forward, I maximize coverage of
the nonhuman actors environmental history seeks to restore to the heart of
the human experience. To preserve the physical integrity of my selected ani-
mals and plants, I disperse my coverage of the broader social and scientiWc
landscape. Context and background are important. Yet content and fore-
ground are more important.

My coverage of wild animals pivots on one of the problematic “wild for-
eigners” named in the National Safety Council’s aforementioned news alert:
the “English” sparrow.19 British ecologist Charles Elton, in his pioneering
study of the global “ecological explosions” triggered by invasive species,
alluded to the sparrow only once. And this feathered foreigner made a very
tardy cameo appearance in Crosby’s books as a leitmotif of North America’s
Europeanized natural world. Yet the sparrow exempliWes the acclimatizer’s
desire to manipulate existing environments through transplantation,
thereby creating an “authored ecosystem.”20 The bird’s American tale illus-
trates dramatically how an ecosystem author’s initial belief in immigrant
promise can be challenged and eventually replaced by a more widespread
perception of immigrant menace—and how rapidly this reversal can occur.

The bird’s introduction illustrates most of the forces behind late nine-
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teenth- and early twentieth-century plant and animal transplantation. But
one motive in particular stands out. Underlying the English sparrow’s intro-
duction, one fervent opponent believed, was the “pestilent superstition
which has done so much harm in the United States—that anything
European must of necessity be better than anything native.”21 The English
sparrow controversy in the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
United States shows to particularly good effect how animate forms of nature
can become embroiled in the cultural politics of nationalism.

Though it originated beyond its borders, a “problem species” like the
English sparrow is indisputably naturalized in the United States. So is
another European transplant that looms large on the American skyscape
and features within this wildlife chapter in a subsidiary capacity: the starling.
Naturalization in its scientiWc sense refers to an organism’s capacity to form
free-living populations by reproducing spontaneously and in self-replacing
fashion beyond human care and cultivation. This means, in other words,
that it has begun to make it on its own and to hold its own amidst the exist-
ing residents, or, to use a suggestive phrase, to behave “like a native.”22 A nat-
uralized organism is thus one that has rooted itself Wrmly in new soil.
Whether this success has earned these organisms the right to be considered
of a new country as well as in it is another matter entirely. Concepts of
national citizenship based on the contrasting principles of jus soli and jus

sanguinis are highly relevant to these deliberations over the citizenship of
birds and plants. According to jus soli (Latin for “right of territory”; literally
“right of soil”), place of birth determines citizenship. On the basis of jus san-

guinis (“right of blood” or descent), citizenship is determined by the citi-
zenship of the parents, regardless of place of birth. Some would argue that
nineteenth-century transplants like the English sparrow, European starling,
European carp, and (Chinese) ring-necked pheasant—regardless of their
impact on indigenous species, the economic toll they extract, or the plea-
sure they give—have produced sufWcient American-born generations to
merit their animal citizenship. (South Dakotans have gone further in
extending formal recognition. They adopted the ring-necked pheasant as
their state bird in 1943.) But as the story of the English sparrow illustrates
(as does chapter 4’s major case study), there is no unambiguous point at
which a naturalized (nondomestic) species becomes eligible for faunal or
floral citizenship or honorary native status. A plant or animal may have been
in a new place or country for decades without the emergence of a consen-
sus that it is also of that place or country.

Next, in chapter 3 I look at the introduction of crop, forage, and horti-
cultural plants since the 1860s. This topic reveals how the notions of immi-
grant promise and immigrant menace were often closely tied, as certain par-
ties identiWed the insects that sometimes accompanied these otherwise
eminently desirable and uncontroversial imports as major threats to agri-
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cultural production. Though only 54 percent of the nonindigenous species
investigated for a landmark congressional report in 1993 were insects, these
were responsible for 96 percent of total economic costs.23 And between the
1860s and 1920s, these “pests” provoked some of the most potent articula-
tions of anxiety and hostility toward “alien” creatures.

In this connection, Mark Fiege’s notion of “mobile nature” can be proWt-
ably adopted. Fiege’s discussion was limited to weeds in Montana in the
1930s (and only incidentally concerned with their nationality). His term is
equally relevant, however, to insects and a larger geographical and histori-
cal canvas. 24 All introduced organisms are self-evidently mobile. But
“mobile nature” means more than just transplanted nature or “authored”
nature, terms that convey the impression of humans with a clear plan who
are Wrmly in control of their introductions. What happens when orderly
introductions are accompanied by unanticipated and unruly fellow travelers
who go their own ways and create disorder? And what do we call these self-
willed, transgressive biota? “Mobile nature” works well for the United States
as a whole.

There is no botanical distinction between trees and other plants. And a
few trees sprout up here and there as part of my coverage of agricultural
species in chapter 3. But in chapter 4 I shift focus decisively to trees and
shrubs (no hard and fast distinction here, either) and transfer the discus-
sion of immigrants of all types to another part of the United States. If chap-
ter 2 can be pinned down to a speciWc geographical locale, it is New York
City, where house sparrows and starlings and the people who debated their
eligibility as biotic citizens were particularly thick on the ground (or in the
air). The chapter on seeds, bulbs, and bugs can also be situated on the East
Coast: in and around Washington, D.C., in the ofWces, laboratories, and
Welds stations of the federal government’s botanists and entomologists.
Chapter 4 also begins on the eastern seaboard, with a tree famous for defy-
ing the odds and thriving in Brooklyn. But attention soon switches to the
West Coast, where it stays for the remainder of the chapter.

In California, in the company of the eucalyptus, we survey a prime exam-
ple of what has been called a “transported landscape.”25 We also advance
into more recent times, moving the study Wrmly into the second of my two
chosen periods. Though dealing primarily with a nonnative tree that arrived
and spread through cultivation during the same period as the English spar-
row and various agricultural plants and their associated pests, the emphasis
is on the twentieth century’s Wnal third, where we remain for the rest of this
book. Having previously dealt with negative reactions that arose within a
generation of the arrival of the offending biota (sometimes after a few
years), in this investigation of the national identity politics of the eucalyptus
I concentrate on later manifestations of disapproval and hostility.

In many respects, the trajectory of the eucalyptus in California conforms
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to the rise and fall that characterize the English sparrow’s American repu-
tation. Both were introduced in the 1850s to tremendous acclaim—the
bird to eradicate a menacing tree pest and the tree to relieve a timber
famine. Yet the enormous hopes invested in them were soon dashed. An
additional feature in the social and cultural scenery of late twentieth-cen-
tury California, though, was a vigorous lobby for native nature. Since the
early 1970s, the nation’s strongest native plant movement has been located
in California, which also has a higher proportion of foreign-born residents
than any other state (a quarter, whereas the national Wgure is a tenth).
Furthermore, some of the most acute expressions of antipathy toward immi-
grants stem from the West Coast. For California’s native plant proponents,
the eucalyptus remains a permanent and unwanted alien, representing a
transported landscape whose delivery was never accepted: in California but
not of California. For other Californians, though, the eucalyptus has
become an integral and thoroughly desirable feature of both cultural and
ecological landscape: in and of California; indeed, many Californians are
blithely unaware of its Australian provenance.

In this respect, the tree’s fortunes differ from the bird’s. The eucalyptus
has retained far more American friends than the benighted house sparrow.
This doubtless reflects, to a greater or lesser degree, their relative aggres-
siveness. Whereas the sparrow’s spread knew no bounds, the eucalyptus has
been less mobile. It has tended to stay put, with relatively few examples of
spontaneous expansion, and certainly not at the expense of California’s
treasured redwoods and giant sequoias. Nonetheless, the tree has an almost
peerless capacity to polarize communities in northern California. As Judith
Larner Lowry of the small coastal town of Bolinas reflected in 2002, “The
question of the removal or preservation of our local eucalyptus has become
a bloody battle bringing a poisonous disharmony to the town.”26

In the early decades of the twentieth century, public attitudes and gov-
ernment policy toward immigrants of all kinds were dominated by the ethic
of restriction. In the floral and faunal sphere, this ended the era of naïve
and complacent introduction. The object lessons supplied by a series of
backWring transplantations were subsequently reinforced by advances in the
appreciation of ecological relationships, speciWcally the disruptive impact of
introduced species on host communities. This recognition was paralleled by
growing support for tighter controls over human immigration in the 1910s
and 1920s, based on a racialized science of humankind biased toward
Anglo-Saxons and others from northwest Europe, which ended the era of
open door immigration. The increasing acceptance, thereafter, of an influ-
ential new anthropology pioneered by Franz Boas (a German Jewish immi-
grant) and underpinned by cultural pluralist and relativist ideals signaled
the demise of traditional concepts of racial hierarchy.27

The outcome of the spread of these notions of racial equality, though,
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contrasted sharply with the results of a developing understanding of inter-
actions between nonhuman organisms. A stricter admissions policy for flora
and fauna reflected the more sober and cautious attitude to nonnative
species. On the other hand, the replacement of a racially based, constrained
notion of U.S. citizenship biased toward “old-stock” Americans with a
racially equalitarian ethos engendered a new kind of open door immigra-
tion policy. The open door policy that held sway before the introduction of
early twentieth-century quotas on the size and national sources of intake was
open door in the sense that the numbers admitted were unlimited and that
entrants could, in theory, come from almost anywhere (with the speciWc
exceptions of China and Japan). Numbers continued to be regulated after
1964, but the abolition of national quotas and the revocation of excluded
categories in that year threw the door truly wide open for the Wrst time in
terms of immigrants’ national and racial origins.

Attitudes to nonhuman immigrants have clearly diverged from attitudes
to the human variety since the 1920s. Flora and fauna are tolerated less; a
wider range of people are tolerated more. Another major point of differ-
ence since the early 1960s lies in the mode of entry. Whereas most people
have arrived through legal channels, the vast majority of their floral and fau-
nal counterparts have come in unofWcially. Regardless of an enhanced eco-
logical understanding and public awareness of the potential dangers non-
native flora and fauna pose, and despite tougher government regulations,
the power to restrict entry to ofWcial channels has been limited at a time
when the international movement of goods, peoples, and other organisms
has intensiWed. In fact, the rate of influx and the degree of intermixing
since the 1960s has been the highest since the initial colonization of the
Americas.

Chapter 5 is set against this backdrop of an increasingly borderless world,
a world that is further undermining old certainties about nations, national
cultures, national identities, and national nature. Pitched at a more general
level than previous chapters, it examines the most recent debates over the
treatment of flora and fauna from elsewhere and their relationship with par-
allel debates over human immigration (with, as ever, an eye to earlier
episodes and historical precedents). My central Wnding is that, for all the
colorful and attention-grabbing accusations of botanical xenophobia and
eco-nativism, ties between conservation and prejudice, between the desire
to preserve an “American” nature and to defend old-stock America, once
substantial, have largely dissolved.

THE NAMING OF STRANGERS

We employ a variety of terms to designate flora and fauna that have been
relocated from one place to another (or have relocated themselves): immi-
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grant, alien, stranger, foreigner, nonnative, nonindigenous, invader, and exotic. Yet
sensitive issues arise when we try to deWne the national citizenship of flora
and fauna and to decide what to call those that fail to qualify for this status.
Because these terms have strong human connotations, making it hard not
to think about people as well, some reflections on terminology are essential
before continuing. President Jimmy Carter’s executive order on the prob-
lems associated with exotic organisms, the Wrst in U.S. history (May 24,
1977), encapsulated traditional notions by deWning exotic species as “all
species of plants and animals not naturally occurring, either presently or
historically, in any ecosystem of the United States,” and native species as “all
species of plants and animals naturally occurring, either presently or his-
torically, in any ecosystem of the United States.”28 “Occurring . . . histori-
cally” is generally understood to refer to a time before the arrival of
Europeans in the Western Hemisphere. A native species, therefore, is one
that was already present when Europeans Wrst showed up, with their flora
and fauna, somewhere that eventually became part of the United States.
(For cultural nationalists, it often means a good deal more: a biotic citizen
of a terrestrial Eden.)

Despite its powerful popular and scientiWc orthodoxy, a distinction
between native and nonnative based exclusively on this historic watershed—
and on the absence of direct human intervention implicit in the phrase
“naturally occurring”—is problematic. This is so partly because of our
incomplete knowledge of the pre-Columbian complement of species.29 We
also easily forget that Native Americans themselves were invaders. Who
knows for sure what seeds accompanied those who migrated across the
Bering land bridge from Siberia some 14,000 years ago at the tail end of the
last great glaciation, whether carried deliberately or stuck to hair, clothes, or
feet?30 Once settled in the Americas, the invaders’ descendants undoubtedly
shifted plants around both by design and unintentionally. Plants also came
up from the south. Without the introduction of various Eurasian crops,
remarked Frances Jewett, “we might today be living principally on Indian
corn, squash, pumpkins, and beans.”31 Yet these crops cultivated by the
native peoples Wrst encountered by European colonists were not indigenous
to the eastern seaboard. They came from Central America. Corn may not
have arrived in southern New England until the eleventh century, and con-
siderable effort was required to develop new strains adapted to the region’s
shorter growing season.32

The Wrst wave of American immigrants decimated megafauna so exten-
sively, argues environmental scientist John Terborgh, that the large species
inhabiting the national parks of the western United States today “are not
even true Americans.” And were it not for the ecological vacuum created by
this early American bout of overkill (allied to extreme climatic change),
they “might not be here at all.” “Signature” big mammals of the parks—griz-
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zly bear, moose, elk, and buffalo—all “invaded” across the land bridge once
Clovis culture was superseded, in the absence of sufWcient large animals to
hunt, by gathering economies.33 The distinction between native species and
the rest also looks messier when it is appreciated that 18,000 years ago,
when ice blanketed much of North America, the ice-free zone to the south
that more or less corresponds to the present-day continental United States
was inhabited by a cosmopolitan faunal mixture of indigenous North
American types and immigrants from Eurasia and South America.

Even within historic (as distinct from geological) times, further compli-
cations arise from differences between national and ecological units. Com-
mon names often underline the “foreign” character of nonnative plants in
the United States: English and German ivy, Scotch broom, Australian pine,
Andean pampas grass, European gorse, Chinese tallow, Russian thistle, and
Canada thistle.34 Among introduced animals, we Wnd the English sparrow,
German carp, and Argentine ant.35 (By the same token, Britain has Ameri-
can water weed, American mink, and American gray squirrel.)

The nonnative species that feature as this book’s main case studies are all
nonnative in that they come from another part of the world. Not all non-
natives, though, are foreign in this sense. A species native to one part of a
national unit can be nonnative elsewhere in that unit. The American bull-
frog (Rana catesbeiana), an East Coast species, is as nonnative in California as
it is in Britain. The striped bass, historically present in the Chesapeake Bay,
is as nonindigenous in California as the German carp. Sixty percent of non-
native Wshes in the United States are in fact internal transfers, many of
them, some biologists feel, just as bad as real foreigners—or worse.36

The black locust highlights the limitations of standard terminology in flo-
ral terms. The northern limits of this tree’s native ecosystem stretch from
Pennsylvania across to southern Indiana, its southern boundary runs from
Georgia to Louisiana, and it extends as far west as Iowa, Missouri, and
Oklahoma. But the tree was taken to California during the Gold Rush and
has since been planted across the nation for windbreaks and erosion con-
trol.37 Beyond its native territory, however, the black locust is nonnative in a
strict botanical sense.

A tree can even be a stranger within a single state. Midwestern landscape
designer and native flora enthusiast Jens Jensen discovered this when com-
missioned in 1935 to design the Lincoln Memorial Garden on a patch of
old farmland near SpringWeld in central Illinois. Jensen’s original idea was
to gather together the native trees of Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky, the
three states in which Lincoln had lived. Yet even the less ambitious plan to
assemble trees typical of those areas of Illinois where Lincoln had dwelled
ran into difWculties, for this meant bringing species from the state’s warmer,
swampy southern reaches (such as bald cypress) and from the colder north-
ern zone (like white birch) into the tallgrass prairie/savannah/forest com-
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plex of mid-Illinois. These northern and southern transplants have not
flourished in the Lincoln Memorial Garden.38

An animal may also be nonnative within an American state. The Olympic
Peninsula is geographically isolated from the rest of Washington, so quite a
few mammals historically present not more than a hundred miles to the east
in the Cascade Mountains have been absent here. In the 1920s, sport
hunters introduced the mountain goat from British Columbia, Alberta, and
southeast Alaska to an area of the Olympic Mountains that acquired
national park status in 1938. In the early 1980s, the Park Service began
removing the goats, which it identiWed as highly detrimental to the park’s
fragile native alpine vegetation.39

Direct human intervention is not required to produce a homegrown
exotic. Altered conditions triggered by human actions can give natives the
opportunity to expand their range. The brown-headed cowbird (also known
as the buffalo bird, because it formerly fed on insects and seeds thrown up
by bison hoofs) was originally conWned to the Great Plains. Since then, this
most infamous of North American brood parasites has spread eastward and
westward in association with forest clearance and livestock rearing.

Just as a national unit (or single state) may contain a variety of ecological
communities, an ecological community can transcend national frontiers.
Caribou in the North American Arctic have dual citizenship. The creatures
of the Sonora Desert are equally oblivious to the southern U.S. border, and
the Mexican gray wolf has been reintroduced to its native Arizona. Adopting
this more sophisticated approach based on the ecosystem as a unit, a major
international conference in 1996 avoided the tendentious language of
nationality and deWned foreign species as those “that occur in places differ-
ent from their area of natural distribution.”40 Similarly—and therefore in
contrast to President Carter’s previous announcement—President Clinton’s
executive order (13112, on February 3, 1996) on invasive species deWned a
nonnative (alien) species, “with respect to a particular ecosystem, [as] any
species . . . that is not native to that ecosystem.”41 In many ways, however, non-

native is one of the least controversial of the terms applied to species from
elsewhere.

THE ALIEN MENACE: HUMANIZING NATURE 
AND NATURALIZING HUMANS

Of all the names for the unequivocally “foreign” species whose American
histories I explore, by far the most common—witness the National Safety
Council’s alert—is alien. Alien has also been the standard appellation for
human immigrants over the past two hundred years or more. This French
(originally Latin) word for “other” or “another” has for centuries denoted
a person of a different race or nation. It has also been applied more
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speciWcally to a person who is not native to the country in which he or she
resides (a resident foreigner, in other words). In the United States, alien

gained popular currency in New England’s Federalist circles in the 1790s,
with reference to the alleged threat to national tranquility posed by Irish
and French immigrant radicals who supported the Jeffersonian opposition.
California’s Alien Land Law of 1913—the Wrst of many in western states—
aimed to prevent the unwanted from rooting themselves in American soil by
barring land purchase or lease by Japanese and other Asian noncitizens.42

Alien has subsequently acquired other pejorative trappings now largely
inseparable from prevailing understandings. Making my way through the
“aliens” queue on my Wrst visit to the United States in 1976, I tried to joke
with a stolid ofWcial of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
about the unflattering, even insulting, connotations of the term. Under-
going a similar interrogation to ascertain his “alien desirability,” British nov-
elist H. G. Wells referred to “the provocation to answer impertinently.”43 I
also resisted the provocation, though I was not asked whether I was a polyg-
amist or an anarchist. Yet I expressed the view that alien denied me and my
fellow non-Americans our terrestrial humanity by lumping us together with
the Martians.

Though Wells did not use the term alien in The War of the Worlds (1898),
this influential current usage was preWgured in all its essentials in his novel
about a Martian invasion of England. The Martians were accompanied by
seeds, which sprouted with remarkable vitality into blood-colored plants
that ran amok, choking native vegetation and smothering rivers and build-
ings. Science Wction writers on both sides of the Atlantic started using alien

explicitly after 1945, an early example being the “monster” plant (a “horri-
ble, alien thing”) in British novelist John Wyndham’s The Day of the TrifWds

(1951). In science Wction Wlms of the early Cold War era, alien biota often
functioned as allegories for the communist menace. In Invasion of the Body

Snatchers (1956), vegetative “pods” from outer space germinate in
California’s greenhouses, producing a strange disease that turns people into
zombies. Public hysteria over that other red menace—the imported red Wre
ant (Solenopsis invicta)—in the American South in the late 1950s was stoked
by the movie Them! (1954), in which ten-foot, atomic mutant ants from test
sites in New Mexico wreaked havoc, winding up in Los Angeles sewer sys-
tems and storm drains.44

These thick layers of human association that encrust the term alien help
explain why human and nonhuman immigration are often closely twinned
in the popular mind; why debates about the impact of nonnative biota are
frequently conducted within the wider context of discussion of the accept-
ability of certain human immigrants; and why the personhood imparted to
nonnative flora and fauna by the transfer of imagery and terminology from
debates over human immigration is such an emotive issue.
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My discussion of how notions of biological belonging are produced and
of the relationship between a nature of fear and a broader culture of fear
takes its cue from a spate of recent references to “ecological nativists” and
allegations of “biological nativism.”45 Nativism denotes an extreme, defen-
sive-aggressive form of nationalism based on a perception of immigrant
menace. The term was coined around 1840 in the context of Protestant
“Know-Nothing” opposition to Irish Catholic immigrants. It is more com-
monly associated, though, with the anti-immigrant sentiments of Anglo-
Saxon Protestant Americans between the 1890s and 1920s, when it had
acquired connotations of the racial superiority of Anglo-Saxons (also
referred to as Nordics or Teutonics).46 Nineteenth-century nativists charac-
terized their creed as “Americanism.” Yet their fears, resentments, and sus-
picions reflected a rigid conception of Americanism and American nation-
hood. The liberal (or pluralist) ideal urged the United States to enlarge its
population and character by accepting diverse European (and sometimes
non-European) contributions, locating strength and greatness in breadth of
demographic composition and respect for diversity.

Still, the conservative form—often dubbed “one-hundred percent”
Americanism—demanded protection of the nation’s existing, British- and
continental northwest European–derived complexion by barring noncon-
forming elements (notably Asiatics, Jews, and Catholics). The pluralist sense
of nationhood, being fluid and open-ended, conWdently anticipated future
developments, even though the hundred-percenters harkened back to the
past perfection, purity, and security of a completed pattern and sealed iden-
tity. The ultimate expressions of nativism during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries were efforts to restrict the entry of “undesirable”
immigrants—and in some cases to exclude groups entirely.

Today’s defenders of nonnative species routinely level the charge of
nativism at those who bemoan the impact of certain foreign flora and fauna
on their native counterparts. Drawing on an influential article by Michael
Pollan, Jonah Peretti refers to Nazi Germany’s enthusiasm for native plants
and hostility to exotic species in a subsection titled “The Disturbing
Historical Legacy of Purist Biological Nativism.” Banu Subramaniam cites
Nancy Tomes’s work on the intersection of early twentieth-century “germ
panics” and antipathy toward mass immigration from southern and eastern
Europe.47 But this historical consciousness is exceptional. Claims for the
greening of hate are usually conWned to the present or to the past decade.48

My intention is to test the validity of allegations of ecological nativism in the
context of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as well as recent
times.

The culturally loaded language of the menacing stranger in which the
debate about relatively recent arrivals such as the zebra mussel, tiger mos-
quito, and Asian long-horned beetle is often conducted (witness references
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to “unwelcome aliens,” “conquering hordes,” and “isolated terrorists”) usu-
ally furnishes the basis for allegations of intolerance. Accordingly, the dis-
tinctive styles of thought and expression that move back and forth across the
hallowed divide between humans and the rest of nature by seeing the latter
in human terms and naturalizing the former is one of this book’s overarch-
ing themes. As well as being particularly alert to rhetorical and other lin-
guistic evidence of intersections of human and other immigrants and to
their larger meaning, I also locate links of a more material nature, notably
between efforts to combat exotic species and attempts to restrict the influx
of people. In pursuit of these ends, I examine various written media, includ-
ing government publications, scientiWc periodicals and reports, natural his-
tory magazines, botanical literature, environmentalist writings, investigative
journalism, and the popular press, as well as, albeit to a lesser extent, the
archival records of government agencies and prominent individuals. These
individuals expressed some powerful ideas in a striking fashion, but they
also represent a wider group and outlook.

OUR FELLOW IMMIGRANTS

Comparing floral and faunal immigrants to human immigrants is just one
aspect of a wider tendency in Western thought. Anthropomorphism (or
humanization)—our habit of bestowing human characteristics, positive
and negative, on natural entities, animate and inanimate—is endemic to
the way we think and express ourselves and to how we go about positioning
ourselves within the wider biotic world. Equally incorrigible is anthropo-
morphism’s opposite—naturalization—which refers to our proclivity for
endowing people with the attributes, positive and negative, of natural enti-
ties (animate and inanimate).

Witness the terminology shared by those who study flora and fauna and
those who deal with the human world. Botanists, zoologists, and historians
alike refer to natives, immigrants, colonists, and aliens. Botanists investigat-
ing processes of plant succession and historians and social scientists study-
ing human migrations and power struggles speak a common language of
invasion, immigration, competition, conquest, colonization, and pioneer-
ing.49 Meanwhile, botanists and zoologists as well as lawyers and sociologists
mull over questions of nationality and citizenship.

These common interests and the shared terminology of humanization
and naturalization are hardly surprising. Many nonhuman animals main-
tain kinship and social relations, demonstrate personalities, and exhibit trib-
alism and territoriality. Moreover—and more directly pertinent to the sub-
ject of this book—people, plants, animals, and microbes frequently move
into new places as part of what Crosby calls a “mutually supportive” biotic
“portmanteau” or “team.” Joseph Hooker, Britain’s leading nineteenth-cen-
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tury botanist, recognized this on arriving at Boston in the summer of 1877.
There to greet him in New England were over two hundred and Wfty “Old
England” plants that were mainly “fellow emigrants and fellow colonists with
the Anglo-Saxon.” Having crossed the Atlantic in the Anglo-Saxon’s com-
pany, they had “like him, asserted their supremacy over and displaced a cer-
tain number of natives of the soil.” His foothold was complemented by their
root-hold (to use one of Hooker’s phrases).50 From his vantage point at the
metropolitan center, Hooker employed the phrase “his fellow emigrants.”
Nearly a century later, from his internal, American perspective, Robert
Froman adapted this phrase. The title of his popular treatment of intro-
duced flora and fauna in the United States neatly captures the sense of col-
lective enterprise that engaged Hooker: Our Fellow Immigrants.51

It may appear easiest (and most natural) to compare ourselves to the
more closely related lifeforms represented by various members of the ani-
mal kingdom—however small in size. Yet people are also frequently com-
pared to plants, and plants, in turn, are regularly likened to people.
Botanical analogies came effortlessly to a farmer like J. Hector St. John de
Crèvecoeur. Referring to America’s regenerative effect on immigrants in the
late eighteenth century, the French aristocratic immigrant remarked that
“in Europe they were as so many useless plants, wanting vegetative mould
and refreshing showers; they withered and were mowed down by want,
hunger, and war; but now, by the power of transplantation, like all other
plants they have taken root and flourished.” “Men are like plants,” he
announced in a classic statement of environmental determinism, “the good-
ness and flavour of the fruit proceeds from the peculiar soil and exposition
in which they grow.”52

Crèvecoeur thought exclusively in terms of benign transplantation.
Others have seen a kinship between people and plants in their role as
invaders. As Crosby commented, the American exploits of European plants
such as white clover, plantain, and dandelion “tempt the botanist to use such
anthropomorphic terms as aggressive and opportunistic.” He certainly suc-
cumbed himself, writing of hundreds of European weeds that “packed up,
weighed anchor, set sail for the colonies, and prospered there.” Over the cen-
turies, rural folk and agriculturalists have denounced these unwanted
plants—regardless of nationality—as savage, Wlthy, unruly, and criminal.
Nineteenth-century Euro-American botanists were virtually incapable of
thinking about plants and people as separate categories. In particular, they
realized that foreign weeds were much like themselves and correlated the
demise of native peoples with that of native flora. That a comparatively small
number of European weeds had emigrated to the United States (as of the
early 1830s) was a blessing, judged Lewis David von Schweinitz, a Moravian
churchman from Pennsylvania who had botanized as far west as mid-Indiana.
“Otherwise,” he remarked, “our native vegetation would have been swept
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from the scene, as has been the human race of aborigines [and] our native
plants would have stood as little chance of maintaining their ground against
a phalanx of vegetable colonists from Europe, as our straggling aborigines
did against the columns of emigrants from that part of the world, were these
vegetable colonists as prone to establish themselves.”53

Though botanists use the same terms as historians and others who study
human immigration and colonization, they do not necessarily use or inter-
pret them in the same way. Prominent early twentieth-century American
plant ecologist Frederic Clements employed invasion and colonization in a
strictly scientiWc sense. He deWned invasion as “the whole movement of a
plant or group of plants from one area into another and their colonization
in the latter.” The colony was thus a plant community almost invariably the
result of invasion, usually composed of plants exhibiting pioneering quali-
ties.54 Like many plant ecologists of his generation, Clements was deeply
influenced by the work of Danish botanist Eugene Warming. Oecology of

Plants, Warming’s major book, contained a chapter titled “The Peopling of
New Soil,” which examined the history of invasion and colonization of fresh
sites by “successive immigrants”: namely, newly emerged sand dunes along
the Danube; alluvial deposits at the mouths of rivers such as the Rhone; lava
Welds following volcanic eruptions in Iceland; talus slopes and naked
ground resulting from landslips and glacial retreat in the Alps; and burned-
over grasslands like the Brazilian campos.55

To the historian, though, Warming’s chapter title evokes images of the
Virginia Company (or reminds us of the “planting” of the northern counties
of Ireland with lowland Scots as an integral part of British conquest).
Warming was well aware of the urge to draw parallels. Writing of the cease-
less struggles between and within plant communities, he reflected that “ ‘sit-
uation wanted’ is the cry in all communities, whether these be human or
vegetable.” Generally, however, Warming not only resisted but expressly
advised against making the connection.56

An influential group of American social scientists had no such qualms. A
biologically grounded urban sociology flowered at the University of Chicago
in the 1920s. The Chicago school’s groundbreaking work in what they
called human ecology borrowed explicitly from Clementsian botany.
Clements’s work was imbued with the notion of plant society, which Roderick
McKenzie referred to directly when commenting on changes in a neigh-
borhood’s ethnic/racial composition: “Just as in plant communities succes-
sions are the products of invasion, so also in the human community the for-
mations, segregations, and associations that appear constitute the outcome
of a series of invasions.” Alluding to “foreign races and other undesirable
invaders,” he explained that these invasions produced spatial units with dis-
tinctive functions and characteristics, “which may be termed ‘natural areas’
. . . to use the term of the plant ecologist.”57
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In his pioneering sociological-historical study of the Jewish ghetto from
its medieval European origins to its contemporary American manifestation,
Louis Wirth explained how the analysis of a cultural community across time
and place provided the opportunity to transform “history into natural his-
tory.” Ernest Burgess, who explained that “the immigrant colony in an
American city possesses a culture unmistakably not indigenous but trans-
planted from the Old World,” insisted that the sociologist could learn more
from Warming’s Oecology of Plants than from any other source.58 In the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, in the United States as well as other
parts of the English-speaking world, habits of thought that consciously com-
pared people with plants and animals and plants and animals with people,
often in the form of sustained analogies, were thus a distinctive feature of
the scientiWc and popular mind.59

Metaphors are commonly used to naturalize humans and humanize non-
human nature. Their task is to encourage us to compare otherwise unre-
lated things.60 The metaphor’s effectiveness (Wayne Booth calls this its
“good weapon” value) relies on common assumptions about the objects of
comparison.61 Citing the example “man is a wolf,” linguist Max Black points
out that the accuracy or truthfulness of this “system of associated common-
places” is less important than that “they should be readily and freely
evoked.” The “current platitudes” tied to particular animals emphasize cer-
tain traits that can be readily suggested through the connection. “The wolf-
metaphor,” he explains, “organizes our view of man” by transferring the
received qualities of the “subsidiary” subject (the wolf) to the “principal”
subject (man). Within Western thought, the wolf analogy has almost invari-
ably been applied to people for defamatory purposes. But whether
Wgurative uses of language carry pejorative, positive, or essentially neutral
meanings usually depends on context and user. Black explains: “There are
. . . many contexts (including nearly all the interesting ones) where the
meaning of a metaphorical expression has to be reconstructed from the
speaker’s intentions (and other clues) because the broad rules of standard
usage are too general to supply the information needed. . . . the tone of
voice, the verbal setting, the historical background, [help] make clear what
metaphor [is] being used.”62

Here’s an example involving bees. “Forth from Europe’s teeming
mother-hive” Nordics “swarmed” around the world, reflected Lothrop
Stoddard, a leading early twentieth-century Nordic supremacist.63 His
choice of animal was particularly apposite, since settlers took honeybees
wherever they went (how else were they supposed to recreate the biblical
land of milk and honey?). Stoddard’s aim in linking Nordics with bees was
to appropriate the associated commonplaces of energetic industry and
sweet productiveness.

North American aboriginals just as readily associated bees with invading
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Europeans. The bee’s characteristics they sought to communicate, however,
had to do with menace, not promise. The dangers associated with bees and
wasps also dominated metaphorical applications when nativists wanted to
bad-mouth non-Nordic immigrants. Playing on deep-seated antipathy to
stinging insects, they applied traditional allusions to “hordes” of rapidly
multiplying insects to unsavory immigrants. In an influential work of pseudo-
scientiWc racial theory (from 1916), a leading wildlife conservationist,
Madison Grant, reported of his hometown, New York City, that Anglo-Saxons
were “literally driven off the streets . . . by the swarms of Polish Jews.”64

The impact of these nativist analogies was heightened by America’s con-
nection with prelapsarian purity—a place of new beginnings uncontami-
nated by the past. A sign in a late nineteenth-century California eatery read:
“John’s Restaurant. Pure American. No Rats. No Greeks.”65 No trespassers in
Eden, in other words. Nativists also sought to accentuate the alien menace
through analogies with disease. “I would quarantine this Nation as I would
against the bubonic plague,” proclaimed Texas Democrat Martin Dies at a
congressional hearing on immigration restriction in 1912.66

Human undesirables were not just compared to pathogens. They were
often blamed for maladies. “They no longer come, like the hordes of old,
on horseback, fantastically dressed in skins, brandishing spears,” remarked
Cornelia James Cannon in 1923. “But they come in far greater numbers,
vermin infested, alien in spirit.” William Deverell sees a distinction-blurring
policy of “aggressive cleanliness aimed at both rats and Mexicans” in mea-
sures to eliminate bubonic plague after a 1924 outbreak in a Mexican quar-
ter of Los Angeles.67 Implicit in these analogies was the reconWguration of a
political entity, the nation, as a biological entity—the human body.68 And,
as we shall see, this host of negatively naturalizing images was comple-
mented by a welter of anthropomorphic metaphors that unfavorably
humanized undesirable faunal and floral immigrants.

Metaphors that naturalize people and humanize animals and plants are
equally pervasive today. Subramaniam calls these rhetorical parallels
between human immigrants and the floral and faunal varieties “striking,”
especially in the popular media, where, she argues, they constitute a dis-
tinctive genre of media sensationalism. Mark Sagoff explains why, in his
view, environmentalists conflate human and nonhuman immigrants:

Those of us who support a liberal immigration policy concede that some new-
comers have been undesirable. . . . However, from the premise that a person is
no good and an immigrant, it does not follow that a person is no good because
he or she is an immigrant. One still has to show a connection between the char-
acteristic of being a foreigner and the characteristic of being a nuisance. To
make this connection in the ecological context, those who seek funds to
exclude or eradicate non-native species often attribute to them the same dis-
reputable qualities that xenophobes have attributed to immigrant groups.69
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Subramaniam goes further. The rising tide of recent fear over exotic species
is not only comparable to a recent upsurge in hostility toward immigrants in
its outward manifestation (and it is more than just a question of pro-native
species ecologists trying to “sex up” their grant applications, as Sagoff
implies). She believes that these two phenomena are directly related, even
inseparable: “The battle against exotic and alien plants is a symptom of a
campaign that misplaces and displaces anxieties about economic, social,
political, and cultural changes onto outsiders and foreigners.”70

Are these links really substantive as well as rhetorically conspicuous?
Instead of dwelling on rhetorical-metaphorical continuities between past
and present and then drawing inferences about persisting nativism, I am
more struck by the break with the past since the 1950s. Those who detect an
ecological version of nativism in attitudes to nonnative species—and who
see an umbilical cord between this manifestation of intolerance and the
more familiar human version of xenophobia—have not shown much inter-
est in historical evidence. Yet their analytical line is more applicable to the
past than to the present. During the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, the wider meaning of humanizing and naturalizing metaphors in the
debate about immigration, human and nonhuman, was much clearer than
it has been since the 1950s. It would be rash to approach the function of
metaphor between the 1840s and 1920s as largely decorative and to dismiss
linguistic analysis as nothing more than a tortuous parlor game for under-
employed cultural theorists and historians who have been seduced by the
linguistic turn. You do not have to be an expert in semantics, argues immi-
gration historian Roger Daniels with reference to what he calls the
“hydraulic metaphors” of floods and tides, “to understand that one result of
the habitual use of such language is to stigmatize immigrants as the ‘other,’
rather than as the ancestors of us all.”71 With reference to the period
between the 1840s and 1920s, this observation’s validity is unquestionable.

The applicability of this observation to my second period of study is not,
however, so clear-cut. My case for material discontinuity despite the appear-
ance of rhetorical continuity—a central concern of the Wnal chapter—
draws on the notion of the “faded metaphor,” a term coined in 1885 by
German linguist Philip Wegener. What Susanne Langer refers to as “con-
stant Wgurative use” generalizes the sense of words that had a crisper, more
literal meaning in a previous social and scientiWc context.72 Once that con-
text changes, however, the color is drained out of those metaphors that nat-
uralize people and humanize animals and plants.

STRANGERS ON THE LAND

As well as being dubbed a “little foreigner” and an “avian alien,” the English
sparrow was also stigmatized and marginalized as a “little stranger” and
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“stranger in a strange land.” Eucalyptus trees in California have also been
caricatured (more recently) as “strangers in our midst.”73 Yet this popular
synonym for nonnative does not fully explain this book’s subtitle. My inspi-
ration comes primarily from John Higham’s seminal study of hostility
toward immigrants, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of Nativism in American

History, 1860s to 1920s. In a new preface to the second edition, Higham
touches on the themes of immigrant promise and immigrant menace by
emphasizing the perennial tension in American society and culture between
the desire for openness and flexibility and the demand for stability and
security. A transplanted midwesterner of Protestant old stock who grew up
in the cosmopolitan New York City borough of Queens, Higham character-
izes nativism as an “ideological disease,” an exclusionary “habit of mind
[that] illuminates darkly some of the large contours of the American past;
it has mirrored our national anxieties and marked the bounds of our toler-
ance.”74 Since the 1840s, anxious and frustrated Americans have identiWed
a host of threats, internal and external, to the well-being of their values and
the nation itself, among them popery (1840s); Jews, alcohol, exposed
female ankles, salacious movies (1910s and 1920s); the Soviet Union’s “evil
empire,” “environmental extremists” (1980s); and, most recently, the “axis
of evil” (Iraq, Iran, and North Korea).

An American anthropologist, Anthony Wallace, coined the term “revital-
ization movement” in the 1950s to describe efforts to restore stability to the
national body politic during times of severe sociocultural stress and dislo-
cation. He identiWed nativist attempts to eradicate disruptive alien elements
as a distinctive type of revitalization movement.75 Like other anthropologists
of the time, Wallace formulated these ideas exclusively with reference to
non-European peoples. Other American scholars of the Wfties and sixties,
however, felt that revitalization movements and puriWcation drives were
most fruitfully examined within a Euro-American context. In a lecture in
England in 1963 on arch-conservative dissent in the United States, historian
Richard Hofstadter identiWed a “paranoid style” of thought and expression
that saw conspiratorial threats to nation, culture, and way of life wherever it
looked. He singled out “frustrated nationalisms” as the common ingredient
linking all manifestations of the paranoid style, from the anti-Catholic hys-
teria of the 1840s to his era’s anticommunist “witch hunts.”76

During the immigration debate of the early 1990s, an advocate of restric-
tion, Lawrence Auster, denounced the overwhelming tendency to regard
past efforts to limit immigration to the United States as a pathological,
parochial, and irrational reaction. And he credited Strangers in the Land with
a powerful role in shaping this prevailing (liberal) wisdom. The problem
with the traditional view handed down by the likes of Higham, Auster
argued, was that it largely ignored “the huge and unsettling impact” of
immigration on the host society during decades such as the 1850s and
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1920s. He noted (with evident satisfaction) that Higham himself eventually
acknowledged the scale and depth of this impact. What Higham once dis-
missed as “nativist hysteria,” Auster announced, “he now admits was a nor-
mal reaction to social upheavals caused in part by massive immigration; he
further admits that when those problems were eased by a reduction in
immigration, so was the ‘hysterical’ response.”77

Regardless of Auster’s political agenda, he accurately assesses Higham’s
shifting stance. As early as 1956, Higham acknowledged that the demise of
mass immigration in the 1920s following the enactment of quotas “relieved
the worst fears of old-stock Americans, and . . . also facilitated assimilation
by depriving the ethnic minorities of constant, large-scale reinforce-
ments.”78 In addition, impressive economic growth after 1945 supplied a
wealth of opportunity for old-stock Americans and immigrants alike, remov-
ing root causes of tension and accelerating assimilation. From their early
twentieth-century zenith, nativism and the ideology of Anglo-Saxon
(Nordic) supremacism declined steeply in influence—not least through
association with the excesses of Nazi racial theory and policies and the sub-
sequent efforts of civil rights campaigners at home. Already by 1933, racial
thinking that had been mainstream a decade earlier was dismissed as Nazi
propaganda, and Boazian notions of cultural and racial egalitarianism were
winning hearts and minds. (Besides, even during nativism’s heyday in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the United States was by far
the most immigrant-friendly of nations.)

Then, in 1958, Higham reflected that Strangers in the Land had exagger-
ated nativism’s influence, leading to undue emphasis on “subjective, irra-
tional motives” of hostility toward immigrants and a failure to appreciate
material considerations; he referred to the latter as “the objective realities of
ethnic relations” (my emphasis). Nativism, he admitted, “now looks less
adequate as a vehicle for studying the struggles of nationalities in
America.” To dismiss “as nativist any kind of unfriendliness toward immi-
grants,” he declared, was a “bad habit . . . to be resisted.” In his preface to
the book’s second edition, he remarked that, were he to write Strangers in

the Land again, he would “take more account of aspects of the immigration
restriction movement that can not be sufWciently explained in terms of
nativism.”79

Recent commentators have identiWed a “new,” revived nativism over the
past few decades that closely resembles the “classic” nativism of the previous
period.80 As suggested, this coincides with a tendency to appraise criticism
of nonnative species of flora and fauna in similar fashion to Higham’s orig-
inal explanation of anti-immigrant sentiment in Strangers in the Land. “Some
have expressed the concern,” noted the project director for the congres-
sional report of 1993 on injurious nonindigenous species, “that it may be a
form of racism to believe that certain species don’t belong in some places—
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something like xenophobia—a fear of foreigners just because they’re
foreigners.”81

This viewpoint, as previously intimated, has a certain logic when applied
to the past. After all, the Americans most acutely aware of immigrant men-
ace in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were also those
most exercised by the fate of native species at the hands of foreign flora and
fauna. These old-stock Americans of British and other northwest European
origin had enshrined themselves as the nation’s native constituency and,
sharing their status anxiety with other native species, compared their own
shrinking numbers with dwindling faunal and floral populations.

We must take a much harder look, though, at nativism’s role in shaping
American responses to nonhuman immigrants. With Higham’s second
thoughts in mind, I query the emphasis on subjective irrationalities con-
cerning national origins and what Subramaniam refers to as “changing
racial, economic, and gender norms.”82 This approach to the subject of atti-
tudes to nonnative species marginalizes the material problems of an eco-
logical nature associated with certain nonnatives and slights the frequently
sound ecological (not to mention economic) case for promoting native
species, especially during the twentieth century’s last quarter and the
twenty-Wrst’s early years. (How we react to new species, in other words,
depends largely on their degree of aggressiveness.) Had his interests
extended to floral and faunal strangers, Higham would most likely have
referred to these considerations as the “objective realities of ecological
relations.”

I also revisit the notion of exceptionalism that often dominates discus-
sion of the impact of nonnative species on host ecosystems and American
responses to them. The American histories of the eucalyptus and English
sparrow are not the only ones that supplement their homeland stories. The
eucalyptus was also transplanted to Algeria, Brazil, India, Italy, South Africa,
and Spain. The sparrow was added to the fauna of other colonies of white
settlement such as Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, where initial
hopes were also soon challenged and eventually overwhelmed by percep-
tions of menace. The English sparrow was a disputed creature at home too
(though in Britain, obviously, it was simply called the sparrow). Also, prior
to the early 1900s, many British settlers in Australia loathed a tree they con-
sidered uncouth and scruffy. Moreover, as John MacKenzie suggested, the
world’s biotic trafWc was not as “one-way”—from Eurasia to the rest of the
world—as Crosby had insisted. “How often,” rejoined Crosby, “have
American species swamped and driven to the verge of extinction native
species in Great Britain?”83 Not as infrequently as Crosby implies, it turns
out. The most controversial immigrant fauna in Britain are all deliberate
introductions from North America: gray squirrel, mink, muskrat, signal
crayWsh, and ruddy duck.
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There was no equivalent among the English or Italians, Hofstadter
reflected during the anticommunism climate of the Cold War in the 1960s,
to the “one hundred percent” American. He also noted how the notion of
being, doing, or investigating things “un-English” or “un-Italian” was foreign
to those nations.84 Higham, who had expressed a similar distaste for the
excesses of Americanism during an earlier bout of American intolerance
known as McCarthyism, did not reflect on other national experiences. Yet
Strangers in the Land also gave the (dubious) impression that nativist efflo-
rescence had been unusually virulent in the United States. Fear of the out-
sider has, however, erupted into xenophobic activity at various points in
African, Asian, Australian, and European history. Nativist feelings shaped an
influential immigration restriction movement in Britain in the 1910s, for
example.

Those who speak of ecological nativism likewise give the impression that
antipathy toward exotic species and the simultaneous championing of
native biota have been particularly robust in the United States. This view
usually emerges by default: commentators simply neglect to reflect on other
national experiences. Sagoff, though, directly compares American intoler-
ance with a more relaxed European “cosmopolitanism” that “tolerates
porous borders” for immigrant flora and fauna. He sees this as a reflection
of different New and Old World conceptions of nature. Whereas Americans
are dedicated to the “idea of pristine nature,” as enshrined in the related
concepts of wilderness and indigenous species (native plants and animals,
by implication, being biotic citizens of a terrestrial Eden), these notions, he
claims, lack cultural, spiritual, and historical meaning for Europeans, who
prefer their nature to be a blend of the nonhuman and the cultural. The
alien organisms Europeans worry about and are keen to exclude from their
countryside and farms, he explains, are genetically modiWed crops (mostly
born in the United States).85

Pictures of saboteurs snapping the stalks of genetically modiWed corn
planted in trial plots were certainly a familiar sight on British television
screens and newspaper front pages a few years ago. But parties of native
plant enthusiasts can also be found bashing away at the riotous growth of
Himalayan balsam along British riverbanks.86 The “Today” program, BBC
Radio’s flagship morning news broadcast, regularly reports heated contro-
versy over the alleged misdeeds of species like the American gray squirrel,
American mink, American ruddy duck, Argentine ant, and Spanish bluebell
(as well as plans to protect the natives they beleaguer). Meanwhile, the
American bullfrog has made it onto the U.K. government Environment
Agency’s “dirty dozen” list of “worst invasive nasties.”87 Whether or not
wilderness carries the same cultural cachet in Britain or enjoys the same his-
torical resonance (and the growing popularity of John Muir in his Scottish
homeland and the emergence of the John Muir Trust as the fastest growing
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organization on Britain’s landscape conservation scene suggests that it may
be acquiring greater purchase), the juxtaposition of native and nonnative
species is far from alien to British conservation debates. Since its establish-
ment in 1983, the Trust’s overriding aim has been to “conserve and protect
wild places with their indigenous animals, plants and soils.”88

Few animals are more reviled in the British popular, sporting, and con-
servationist press than the gray squirrel and the mink. Integral to the
viliWcation of the gray squirrel (introduced between the 1870s and 1920s to
enrich Britain’s impoverished mammalian population) has been the meta-
morphosis (with a little help from Beatrix Potter’s Squirrel Nutkin) of its
alleged victim, the smaller native red squirrel, from forester’s scourge to
national icon.89 Debates of the 1970s and 1980s over the mink—a semi-
aquatic fur farm escapee (originally introduced in 1929) whose naturaliza-
tion in the late 1950s is usually blamed for the decline of the otter and the
water vole—were no less saturated with metaphors of the vicious, fast-
breeding, all-conquering alien than many concurrent American debates
over invasive exotics. Moreover, British wildlife managers and popular sci-
ence feature writers are equally fond of the suggestive imagery of other-
worldly menace. “Forget little green men—the real alien invasion is taking
place in our very own countryside,” announces an article on threatening
nonnative species in the ofWcial news publication of the British govern-
ment’s Environment Agency. Discussion about the characterization of
species on the basis of nationality and the use of appropriate terminology
that does not offend certain groups of people is often equally heated in a
nation not conventionally considered to be the product of immigration but
whose population has become increasingly diverse through rising immigra-
tion levels over the past three decades. Periodic allusion to the reception of
foreign species elsewhere will improve our understanding of the American-
ism of American reactions to nonhuman immigrants.90

At a 1988 international conference in Honolulu, Hawaii, on the ecology
of biological invasions, an American biologist voiced his unease over “a kind
of irrational xenophobia about invading animals and plants that resembles
the inherent fear and intolerance of foreign races, cultures, and religions.”
He felt that he had encountered examples of this prejudice among fellow
scientists at the meeting itself but offered this remark with speciWc reference
to the “disfavor, if not . . . outright loathing,” with which the majority of
North American birdwatchers, conservationists, and biologists regarded the
English (house) sparrow and starling.91 My explorations of the humaniza-
tion and nationalization of nature through the construction of biological
belonging and non-belonging begin with one of these two birds. The
English sparrow is so small, unremarkable, and ubiquitous that few
Americans—with the exception of those belonging to Brown’s three cate-
gories—would give it a second glance or thought. Yet its modest size and
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unprepossessing appearance are belied by the remarkable insight the bird
provides into enthusiasm for exotics and its eventual replacement by nos-
talgia for natives. Nor do the bird’s unexceptional physical features prepare
us for its impressive position in the debate over the role of fear and preju-
dice in shaping attitudes to faunal arrivals.
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